
What do you know?
Colorado Kids: January 2, 2018

 

1. Which of these would NOT be a lesson you’d get from seeing “The Greatest Showman” ? 
n. You should avoid people who are different, because they’re weird and scary.
r.  It takes hard work and personal sacrifice to become the greatest at anything. 
u.  Providing for your family can sometimes make you work a little harder.
t.  All of the above

2. Which of these terms describes the headline for the review of “Greek Gods #squadgoals”?
t. Sarcasm
p.  Irony
m. Humor
b. All of the above

3. With which of these statements about “The Legend of Shadow High” would Lily Warneke agree? 
v. The story includes monsters and so is too violent for many readers.
m. The novel is a combination of two series but you don’t have to have read them all to enjoy this.
h.  The book would be better if  readers had more control over what happens.
e.  All of the above

4. With which of these statements about “The Dam Keeper” would Sylvia Goodman NOT agree?
r.  The story has Pixar roots and a Disney feel to it. 
d.  There are some sad parts and also some parts that are kind of creepy.
a.   Little kids will enjoy it, but older kids and adults probably will not.
s.   All of the above

5. What makes George Weah unusual as President of Liberia?
b. He is the only president of a country who is a man.
u. He is the only president of a country who was a world-famous athlete.
d. He is the only president of a country in Africa.
n. All of the above

6. Why do most people’s noses run when it’s cold out?
t. To warm the air before it gets to their lungs.
e. To keep their nostrils from freezing shut.
b. Because snot doesn’t freeze.
g. All of the above

Fill in the letters to the correct answers above to solve this question:
This famous last name among African-Americans 
is also a famous name in Liberia.                                  ______   ______   ______   ______   ______   ______ 
                                                                                               6            5              2             3            4             1

What do you think?
Many Liberians think George Weah is a smart man who will be a good leader because he was a good leader 
in sports. Others are afraid he only won the election because he’s famous. Think of a famous person you 
admire who is not in politics but whom you think would make a good leader. Write an essay explaining why.



Proofreading:
There are five errors in this passage. Can you find them all? Correct each mistake in the space above it.

If  you’ve ever been interestd in greek mytholigy but haven’t gotten yourself  to 

really red about it, than this might be the right book for you!

Summarize the story:
Use three sentences to tell about how Katie Curran became part of the “Disney on Ice” cast.

1.

2.

3. 

Look it up!
For each of these famous figures from entertainment, tell the year each was born and whether he or she 
was a producer, a singer, or an actor.  We’ve done the first one for you.

 P.T, Barnum     1810    producer

 Jenny Lind

 Josephine Baker

 Bill Graham

 Annie Oakley

 John Wilkes Booth

 Rin Tin Tin


